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SYSTEM FOR GRAPHICALLY GENERATING 
LOGIC FOR A CAUSE AND EFFECTS MATRIX 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention is directed to a system and 
method for generating logic for a Cause and Effects Matrix 
Which may be used in a monitoring system. The present 
invention includes creating a matrix for de?ning the ele 
ments of the system that require monitoring, the responses 
to changes in the monitored elements and the relationship 
betWeen the elements and the responses and automatically 
creating logic to implement the matrix. The present inven 
tion is directed to a system and method for graphically 
generating the Cause and Effects Matrix and implementing 
the matrix utiliZing prede?ned logic as de?ned by the 
programming environment of the monitoring system, for 
example function blocks, to establish a particular cause, a 
particular effect and a relationship therebetWeen. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Cause and effects matrices are used in many indus 
tries for many purposes. The basic concept of a Cause and 
Effects Matrix is to provide a means for monitoring the 
activity of a process system and effecting a change in the 
system if speci?ed events (causes) occur. For example, a 
safety engineer is aWare of and understands the various 
events that could occur With respect to a process system and 
the responses the various events require. This engineer 
creates a Cause and Effects Matrix for that process system. 
Typically, the matrix lists possible causes along a ?rst axis 
and lists possible Effects along a second axis, and sets forth 
a relationship betWeen a particular cause and a particular 
Effect enumerated at an intersection for the Cause and the 
Effect in the matrix. 

[0003] A “cause” is a theoretical construct that de?nes the 
data necessary to monitor each event in the process system. 
The cause includes information that de?nes Which sensors to 
monitor and parameters that de?ne the sensor type and hoW 
the data received from the sensor(s) is to be interpreted. A 
record of this information is established for each cause. The 
records are maintained in a cause database. In other Words, 
for each cause in a Cause and Effects Matrix there is a cause 
record. A Cause and Effects Matrix that includes tWelve 
causes Will have tWelve cause records. An “effect” is a 
theoretical construct similar to the cause, but instead de?nes 
the data necessary to respond to the events of the process 
system. The effect includes information that de?nes Which 
actuator(s) to operate and hoW to operate them. A record of 
this information is established for each effect. The records 
are maintained in an effects database. In other Words, for 
each effect in a Cause and Effects Matrix, there is an effects 
record. A Cause and Effects Matrix that includes ten effects 
Will have ten effects records. 

[0004] A Cause and Effects Matrix can be a valuable 
analysis tool because all of the interactions betWeen the 
listed causes and effects are explicitly shoWn. FIG. 1 illus 
trates an example of a Cause and Effects Matrix 16. 

[0005] In the process industry, for example, in offshore oil 
drilling applications, safety engineers have used cause and 
effects matrices to describe and document a safety strategy. 
The Cause and Effects Matrix identi?es all possible process 
events (causes) and the relationship the events have With 
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possible responses to events (effects). Typically, Cause and 
Effects Matrices, as generated by the safety engineer, are 
included as part of a speci?cation of a safety implementation 
system. The Cause and Effects Matrix is then translated by 
an instrumentation and control engineer into the design of a 
logic solver. When using programmable logic controllers 
(PLCs), for example, this typically means the arduous labor 
intensive job of implementing some type of logic, for 
example ladder logic or Boolean function block diagrams. 
Once the logic is implemented, the Cause and Effects Matrix 
is used to test the logic. 

[0006] It is not uncommon for various errors to arise 
during the development of the logic for the Cause and 
Effects Matrix. In conventional systems and methods, each 
error that arises When generating the logic for the matrix 
requires time and labor intensive revieW of the developed 
code to locate and correct the errors. As such, conventional 
systems and methods require extensive testing to verify the 
logic implementation. Furthermore, modi?cations of the 
matrix require complete retesting to con?rm proper logic 
implementation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] The present invention provides a system and 
method for generating logic for a cause and effects matrix. 

[0008] The method of the present invention includes gen 
erating a matrix database including data de?ning an input 
parameter, an output response, and a relationship betWeen 
the input parameter and the output response. The de?ning 
data of the matrix database is transferred to a matrix func 
tional unit, the matrix functional unit including an input 
parameter functional unit, an output response functional unit 
and an intersection functional unit. The input parameter 
functional unit includes prede?ned, con?gurable logic for 
de?ning a particular input parameter. The output response 
functional unit includes prede?ned, con?gurable logic for 
de?ning a particular output response. The intersection func 
tional unit includes a prede?ned, con?gurable logic for 
de?ning the relationship betWeen the input parameter and 
the output response. Transferring the matrix database to the 
matrix functional unit con?gures the prede?ned input 
parameter logic, con?gures the prede?ned output response 
logic, and con?gures the prede?ned intersection logic. 

[0009] The system of the present invention includes a 
matrix functional unit including an input parameter func 
tional unit, an output response functional unit, and an 
intersection functional unit. The input parameter functional 
unit includes prede?ned, con?gurable logic for de?ning an 
input parameter. The output response functional unit 
includes prede?ned, con?gurable logic for de?ning an out 
put response. The intersection functional unit includes pre 
de?ned, con?gurable logic for de?ning the relationship 
betWeen the input parameter and the output response. The 
system also includes a matrix database including data de?n 
ing the input parameter, the output response, and the rela 
tionships betWeen the input parameter and the output 
response and has a matrix programming tool for inputting 
the data into the database. 

[0010] The present invention provides a system and 
method for graphically creating and con?guring a matrix 
and for automatically establishing logic for implementing 
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the matrix upon transferring data de?ning the matrix to a 
prede?ned, con?gurable functional unit. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] For the purpose of illustrating the invention, there 
is shoWn in the draWings a form Which is presently pre 
ferred; it being understood, hoWever, that this invention is 
not limited to the precise arrangements and instrumentalities 
shoWn. 

[0012] FIG. 1 is an example of a Cause and Effects Matrix 
created using the present invention. 

[0013] FIG. 2 is a physical block diagram of a system of 
the present invention. 

[0014] FIG. 3 is a logical block diagram of a program 
mable logic controller of the present invention. 

[0015] FIG. 4 is a cause dialog box for entering informa 
tion to the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0016] FIG. 5 is another cause dialog box for entering 
information to the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0017] FIG. 6 is another cause dialog box for entering 
information to the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0018] FIG. 7 is an effects dialog box for entering infor 
mation to the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0019] FIG. 8 is another effects dialog box for entering 
information to the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0020] FIG. 9 is another effects dialog box for entering 
information to the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0021] FIG. 10 is an intersection dialog box for entering 
information to the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0022] FIG. 11 is a con?guration transfer dialog box for 
transferring information de?ning the matrix of FIG. 1 to a 
matrix functional unit of FIG. 3. 

[0023] FIG. 12 is an example of a logic diagram for 
establishing a cause of the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0024] FIG. 13 is an example of a logic diagram for 
establishing an effect of the matrix of FIG. 1. 

[0025] FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a cause array, an 
intersection functional unit and an effect array of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0026] The present invention enables a user to graphically 
create and con?gure a matrix With data that de?nes input 
elements or variables that require monitoring, output 
responses to changes in the input elements/variables, also 
referred to as input parameters, being monitored and the 
relationship betWeen the input elements/variables and the 
output responses. Once the matrix is created, the user can 
transfer the de?ning data to a programmable logic controller 
78 to generate logic to implement the matrix. The program 
mable logic controller 78, as illustrated in FIG. 2 may 
comprise a central processing unit 7, an input device 9, an 
output device 11, and a memory element 13. The memory 
element 13 may be a combination of read only memory 
(ROM) and random access memory As illustrated in 
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FIG. 3, the programmable logic controller 78 includes a 
matrix functional unit 18. The matrix functional unit 18 
includes at least one input functional unit for the input 
elements/variables, at least one output functional unit for the 
output responses, and at least one intersection functional 
unit for the relationships betWeen the input elements/vari 
ables and the output responses. Simply providing the de?n 
ing data to the programmable logic controller automatically 
de?nes the logic pathWays in the logic functional units for 
implementing the matrix. The present invention provides a 
matrix programming tool that includes a graphical user 
interface that enables the user to easily de?ne an element/ 
variable, a response, and the relationship there betWeen; 
transfer the de?ning data to the programmable logic con 
troller; and recall the de?ning data from the programmable 
logic controller in a format that enables modi?cation of the 
matrix. 

[0027] One example of such a matrix is a Cause and 
Effects Matrix for a safety monitoring system for a process 
control system. The causes of the matrix correspond to the 
elements/variables and the effects of the matrix correspond 
to the responses. The interface enables the user to de?ne a 
sensor and a trip de?nition for that sensor associated With the 
cause. The interface also enables the user to de?ne an 
actuator and an output de?nition associated With the effect. 
The interface also enables the user to de?ne the relationship 
betWeen a particular cause and a particular effect at the 
intersection of a Cause roW and an Effect column. Once all 
the information for the causes, the effects, and the intersec 
tions, required for the matrix, is input using the program 
ming tool, the information is directly transferred to a matrix 
functional unit (MFU) 18 of a programmable logic control 
ler (PLC) 78. Therein the cause information is input to a 
cause functional unit (CFU) 20. For each speci?c cause of 
the matrix, a cause logic array is automatically instantiated 
and con?gured Within the CFU to implement a speci?c 
cause. The effect information is input to an effect functional 
unit (EFU) 24. For each speci?c effect of the matrix, an 
effect logic array is automatically instantiated and con?g 
ured Within the EFU to implement a speci?c effect. Once the 
matrix has been doWnloaded to the PLC 78 and the appro 
priate logic arrays are established, the system is ready to 
monitor a process system for Which the Cause and Effects 
Matrix Was created. By self generating the necessary logic, 
the present invention removes the need for a control engi 
neer/user to generate logic for implementing the matrix. By 
starting With a prede?ned yet con?gurable functional unit 
for the causes and the effects, the present invention may 
speci?cally con?gure each particular cause and effect of a 
matrix based upon the particular cause/effect record infor 
mation. The user does not have to concern himself about 
testing or retesting the logic When the logic for a matrix is 
initially generated or modi?ed. 

[0028] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the present invention 
includes a conventional digital computer 6 including a 
central processing unit 8, an input device 10, an output 
device 12, and a memory element 14. The memory element 
14 may be a combination of read only memory (ROM) and 
random access memory A program comprising an 
instruction set to graphically create and con?gure a matrix 
16 may be stored in the memory element 14. The program 
de?nes the matrix programming tool. FIG. 1 illustrates an 
example of the matrix 16 generated using the programming 
tool. Referring to FIG. 3, once the matrix 16 is generated 
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using the tool, the matrix 16 is transferred and input into a 
matrix functional unit (MFU) 18. The MFU 18 includes a 
cause functional unit (CPU) 20, an intersection functional 
unit (IFU) 22, an effect functional unit (EFU) 24, a matrix 
control functional unit block (MCFU) 26, a cause array 28, 
and an effects array 30. 

[0029] The matrix programming tool alloWs a user to 
de?ne matrix parameters. Referring to FIGS. 1 and 4-6, the 
cause parameters are de?ned in the folloWing manner. 
Through the use of a pull-doWn menu system or icons, the 
user can add or edit a cause. Once the user chooses to 

add/edit a cause, a dialogue box 32 opens. Using the input 
device 10, the user is able to enter the desired data to de?ne 
a particular cause. The user selects one of three tabs, 
“Con?gure,”“Analog Parameters,” or “Options” to begin 
de?ning the cause. Each tab enables the user to consider and 
de?ne various parameters for a particular cause. The “Con 
?gure” tab, illustrated in FIG. 4, provides several param 
eters. A “Cause Number” input 34 indicates Which cause is 
being de?ned. A “Desc” input 36 provides an alphanumeric 
description of the cause. A “Tag_” input 38 de?nes the 
actuator(s) that the cause is to monitor. For example, the 
illustrated cause Will monitor and receive data from three 
actuators having the tags % PT_35A, % PT_35B, and % 
PT_35C. This information is listed in the matrix 16 under the 
“Input Tag” column. An “Input Type” input 40 alloWs the 
user to select the type of input received from the actuator(s) 
being monitored. The input type must be discrete, analog, or 
supervised discrete. In this example, the input is analog. A 
“number of inputs” input 42 alloWs the user to select the 
number of sensor(s) the cause Will monitor. In this example, 
the cause monitors three sensors. A “Function Type” input 
44 de?nes the manner in Which the data received from the 
actuators being monitored Will be interpreted to determine if 
an event has occurred Which requires a response. In this 
example, the cause Will take a majority vote of the three 
sensors being monitored. In other Words, if tWo out of the 
three sensors satisfy a threshold set of conditions then the 
cause Will trigger a related effect. 

[0030] The “Analog Parameters” tab, illustrated in FIG. 5, 
enables the user to de?ne the parameters for the data 
received from an analog actuator that Would trigger an 
effect. A “Limit Value” input 46 de?nes a value at Which an 
event has occurred that Would trigger a cause. A “Limit 
Type” input 48 establishes on Which side of the limit value 
the input data must be in order to trigger the event. The limit 
value and the limit type are listed in the matrix under the 
“Limit/Trip” column. A “Deadband” input 50 provides a 
sWing for the sensors input to prevent triggering an event 
based upon minor sWings in the input data from the sensors. 
A “Delta” value input 52 is used to measure differences 
betWeen multiple inputs that are redundant (voted). An “Eng 
Units” input 53 alloWs the user to de?ne the units associated 
With the limit value. 

[0031] The “Options” tab, illustrated in FIG. 6, enables 
the user to de?ne a variety of options de?ning the particular 
cause. A “Delay” group 54 de?nes Whether an activated 
cause can be delayed, When, and for hoW long. A “Bypass” 
input 56 permits an operator initiated maintenance in the 
monitor mode. A “Process Inhibit” group 58 enables an 
External signal to override an active cause. 

[0032] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 7-9, the matrix con?gu 
ration tool alloWs the user to de?ne effects parameters in a 
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similar manner. Referring to FIG. 7, the user opens a 
dialogue box 62 to add and/or edit an effect. The user selects 
one of tWo tabs, “Con?gure” or “Options” to begin de?ning 
the effect. Each tab enables the user to consider and de?ne 
various parameters for a particular effect. The “Con?gure” 
tab provides several parameters. An “Effect Number” input 
64 indicates Which effect is being de?ned. A“Desc” input 66 
provides an alphanumeric description of the effect. Four 
“Tag_Output” groups 68 include a “Tag_” input that de?nes 
the actuator(s) Which the effect Will operate in response to a 
triggering event and an “Action” input 70 that describes the 
act that the effect Will direct the associated actuator(s) to 
implement. An “Effect Type” input 72 de?nes normal, single 
output With proof inputs, or Note Effect. If the “single output 
With proof inputs” effect type is selected, as in FIG. 8, 
“Proof Input Tag” groups 73 Will appear in the “Con?gure” 
dialogue box 62. This feature alloWs an actuator to be 
monitored Without having to create separate logic. The 
“Options” tab, illustrated in FIG. 9, alloWs the user to set a 
variety of options related to the particular effect. For 
example, a “Delay” group 74 alloWs the user to con?gure the 
effect to include a delay prior to implementing the effect. 

[0033] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 10, the matrix con?gu 
ration tool alloWs the user to de?ne intersection parameters 
in the folloWing manner. Referring to FIG. 10, the user 
opens an intersection dialogue box 76 to de?ne the inter 
section betWeen a particular cause and a particular effect. 
The user selects one of the intersection types. When “Nor 
mal” is selected, the effect Will return to its “unsafe” state as 
soon as the related cause returns to normal. In other Words, 
When the data supplied to the particular cause from the 
sensor(s) being monitored no longer meets the parameters 
that triggered the cause, the effect Will cease the activity 
called for by the triggering event. For example, as illustrated 
in FIG. 1, for Cause Number 3 and Effect Number 7, When 
the main fuel pressure exceeds 80 psi, as determined by the 
sensor having the tag designation % PT_22, the actuator 
designated % MFT_Relay Will shut doWn. Since the inter 
section type is selected as normal, once the fuel pressure 
falls beloW 80 psi, the actuator designated % MFT_Relay 
Will automatically restart. 

[0034] When “Latched” is selected, the-effect Will only 
turn to its “unsafe” state after an operator has activated a 
restart button. In other Words, When the data supplied to the 
particular cause from the sensor(s) being monitored no 
longer satis?es the parameters that triggered the cause, the 
effect Will return to its pre-triggering event state only When 
the operator has performed an af?rmative act of depressing 
the restart button. This alloWs the operator a measure of 
control in restarting the subsystem being monitored. For 
example, as illustrated in FIG. 1, for Cause Number 2 and 
Effect Number 4 When the furnace pressure falls beloW 20 
psi, as determined by the actuators having the tag designa 
tions % PT_35A, % PT_35B, and % PT_35C, the actuators 
having the tag designations % BV_14, % BV_15, and % 
BV_16 Will close, open, and close, respectively. Since the 
intersection type selected for the intersection of Cause 
Number 1 and Effect Number 1 is latched, When the furnace 
pressure rises above 20 psi, the actuators designated % 
BV_14, % BV_15, and % BV_16 Will open, close, and open, 
respectively, only When the operator activates the restart 
button. 
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[0035] When “Override” is selected, the effect Will return 
to its “unsafe” state While the cause is still active if the 
operator activates the restart button. In other Words, even 
though the data supplied to the particular cause from the 
sensor(s) being monitored still meets the parameters that 
triggered the cause, the effect Will return to its pre-triggering 
event state if and When the operator has performed an 
af?rmative act of depressing the restart button. For example, 
as illustrated in FIG. 1, for Cause Number 9 and Effect 
Number 1, When the Main Flame is out, as determined by the 
sensor having the tag designation BLH_29, the actuator 
having the tag designation % BV_24 Will close. Since the 
intersection type selected for the intersection of Cause 
Number 9 and Effect Number 1 is override, even if the main 
?ame remains out than the actuator designated % BV_24 
Will open When the operator activates the restart button. 

[0036] In addition to selecting a particular intersection 
type, several intersections may be linked to require multiple 
triggering events to occur before a particular effect Will be 
activated. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 1, tWo causes, 
Cause Number 8 and Cause Number 9 have been linked 
together. Only When both causes are triggered Will Effect 7 
be triggered. Speci?cally, When the ignitor ?ame (Cause 8) 
and the main ?ame (Cause 9) are out, as determined by the 
sensors having tag designations % BLH_19 and % BLH_29, 
respectively, the actuators having tags designations % 
MFT_Relay and MFT_0 Will shut doWn. Because intersec 
tion type is selected as override, the effect can be reset by 
operating the restart button even if the tWo causes still satisfy 
the triggering parameters. 

[0037] By de?ning the cause parameters, the effect param 
eters, and the intersection parameters, using the dialogue 
boxes, illustrated in FIGS. 4-10, the user creates a matrix 
database that holds all of the information de?ning the 
constructed matrix. Once the matrix has been completely 
constructed, the user may then doWnload the matrix data 
base to a programmable logic controller (PLC) 78 using the 
matrix programming tool. By using the pull-doWn menu 
system on the matrix main screen 79 (see FIG. 1), a 
con?guration transfer dialogue box 82, illustrated in FIG. 1, 
enables the user to select a “Transfer To Controller” button 
83. The user selects the PLC 78 that Will receive the matrix 
database in a “Current Controller” box 84 and de?nes the 
particular matrix database to be transferred in a “Current 
Matrix Name” box 86. By selecting “OK”, the matrix 
database is transferred to the selected PLC 78. Upon receiv 
ing the matrix database, the selected PLC 78 automatically 
establishes the logic to implement the matrix 16. 

[0038] Referring to FIG. 3, a PLC 78 includes the MFU 
18. In a preferred implementation, the MFU 18 is pre 
con?gured With a set of standard function blocks that serve 
as the starting point for creating the logic pathWays for 
implementing the matrix 16. A “standard function block” is 
simply a collection of related functions. A function may be 
considered a program unit that, given values for input 
parameters, computes an output value. In the preferred 
embodiment, the set of standard function blocks in the MFU 
18 includes a cause function block corresponding to the 
CFU 20, an effects function block corresponding to the EFU 
24, and an intersection function block corresponding to the 
IFU 22. In addition to these standard function blocks, the 
MFU 18 includes a cause array 28 and an effect array 30. 
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[0039] The CFU 20 includes a preestablished basic logic 
arrangement. An example of such a logic arrangement is 
illustrated in FIG. 12 and indicated generally by numeral 88. 
For each cause in the matrix 16 a cause logic arrangement 
(CLA) 88 is instantiated. In general, a CFU 20 may maintain 
information for several causes. The number of causes for 
Which a CFU 20 may maintain information is limited solely 
by available technology and economic considerations. In 
addition, a MFU 18 may include a plurality of standard 
cause function blocks in order to alloW for additional causes 
in a matrix. As With the CFU 20, the EFU 24 includes a 
preestablished basic logic arrangement. An example of such 
a logic arrangement is illustrated in FIG. 13 and referenced 
generally as numeral 90. For each effect in the matrix 16 an 
effect logic arrangement (ELA) 90 is instantiated. In general, 
an EFU 24 may maintain information for several effects. The 
number of effects for Which an EFU 24 may maintain 
information is limited solely by available technology and 
economic considerations. In addition, a MFU 18 may 
include a plurality of standard effect function blocks in order 
to alloW for additional effects in a matrix. 

[0040] As stated above, upon instruction by the user the 
matrix database is transferred to the MFU 18. The matrix 
database information related to the causes is transferred to a 
cause memory element 21 of the CFU 20, in Which a cause 
database is established. The cause database maintains a 
record for each cause in the matrix 16. Each record holds the 
cause information input to the matrix database via the cause 
con?guration dialogue boxes, shoWn in FIGS. 4-6, as 
described above. The matrix database information related to 
the effects is transferred to an effects memory element 25 of 
the EFU 24, in Which an effects database is established. The 
effects database maintains a record for each effect of the 
matrix 16. Each record holds the effect information input to 
the matrix database via the effect con?guration dialogue 
boxes, shoWn in FIGS. 7-9, as described above. The matrix 
database information related to the intersection of the causes 
and the effect is transferred to an intersection memory 
element 23 of the IFU 22, in Which an intersection database 
is established. The intersection database maintains a record 
for each marked intersection in the matrix 16. Each record 
holds the intersection information input to the matrix data 
base via the intersection con?guration dialogue box, shoWn 
in FIGS. 10, as described above. 

[0041] For each cause in the matrix 16, the cause infor 
mation held in the corresponding record of the cause data 
base is transferred to various logic elements of the CLA 88, 
illustrated in FIG. 12, to de?ne and establish the logic 
pathWays to implement the particular cause. The logic 
elements receive input data from sensors or from other logic 
elements and provide outputs based upon their particular 
function, the input data and the cause information. The logic 
arrangement detailed in FIG. 12 is merely an example of a 
con?guration of a standard cause function block. The CLA 
88 is simply a collection of prede?ned functions and opera 
tions to implement a cause. The CLA 88 may be linked to a 
plurality of sensors. In this example, the CLA 88 is linked to 
three sensors. Each sensor linked to the CLA 88 provides 
data to one of the inputs of the CLA 88. For each cause, the 
tag(s) designating the sensor(s) that the cause is to monitor 
is received from the cause database and associated With the 
one of the inputs. As such, the cause is linked to a speci?ed 
sensor(s) and may receive data from that (those) sensor(s). 
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[0042] An Analog Type logic element 92 receives an 
Analog Limit value 94. High/Low & Deadman values 96, 
and a Delta value 98 from the cause database. A Discrete 
Type logic element 100 receives an Energize to Trip Or 
De-energiZe to Trip value 102 from the cause database. 

[0043] A Cause Function logic element 104 receives a 
function type 106 from the cause database. An ampli?er 
logic element 108 receives a Trip on Diagnostic Enabled 
value 110 from the cause database. A Delay Function logic 
element 112 receives a Delay Enabled Status, a Delay Time, 
and a Pre or Post-Trip Status 114 from the cause database. 
An Inhibit Function logic element 116 receives an Inhibit 
AlloWed Status and an Inhibit Tag 118 and a Bypass 
Function logic element 120 receives a Maintenance Soft 
Bypass AlloWed and Bypass Tag 122 from the cause data 
base. 

[0044] Transferring the cause database information for a 
particular cause to a cause logic arrangement in the CFU 20 
provides parameter values to the various logic elements, as 
described above. This automatically de?nes and establishes 
the speci?c logic pathWays for the particular cause. There 
after, the de?ned cause logic is ready to receive data from 
the associated sensor(s) and operate on that data to deter 
mine if the cause should go active to trigger one or more 
related effects. 

[0045] As With the causes, for each effect in the matrix 16, 
effect information held in the corresponding record of the 
effect database is transferred to various logic elements of the 
ELA 90, illustrated in FIG. 13, to de?ne and establish logic 
pathWays to implement the particular effect. The logic 
elements receive input data from IFU 22 or from other logic 
elements and provide outputs based upon their particular 
function, the input data, and the effect information. The logic 
arrangement detailed in FIG. 13 is merely an example of a 
con?guration of a standard effect function block. The ELA 
90 is simply a collection of prede?ned functions and opera 
tions to implement an effect. The ELA 90 receives inputs 
from the IFU 22 via the effect array 30. 

[0046] As illustrated in FIG. 13, an Effect Latch Function 
logic element 124 receives a Restart Tag and a Max Restart 
Time value 126 from the effects database. In addition, a 
Delay Function logic element 128 receives a Delay Enabled 
Status and Delay Time value 130, a Process Pass Through 
Function logic element 132 receives a Pass Through 
AlloWed Status value 134, a Mask Function logic element 
136 receives a Mask AlloWed Status, Mask Enable Tag and 
a Process Data Tag 138, a Bypass Function logic element 
140 receives a Maintenance Soft Bypass AlloWed Status and 
a Bypass Tag 142 and a plurality of Signal Polarity logic 
elements 144 receive an EnergiZed To Trip Or De-EnergiZe 
To Trip Status value 146 from the effects database. The ELA 
90 may be linked to several actuators. Each actuator linked 
to the ELA 90 receives data from the ELA 90 to operate the 
actuators as required by the current status of the system. For 
each effect, the tag(s) designating the actuator(s) that the 
effect is to operate is received from the effects database and 
associated With one of the outputs. 

[0047] Transferring the effects database information for a 
particular effect to an ELA 90 in the EFU 24 provides 
parameter values to the various elements, as described 
above. This automatically de?nes and establishes the spe 
ci?c logic pathWays for the particular effect. Thereafter, the 
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de?ned ELA 90 is ready to receive data from the associated 
cause(s) and operate on that data to activate associated 
actuator(s) as necessary. 

[0048] Referring to FIG. 14, as With the causes and the 
effects, for each marked intersection in the matrix 16, 
intersection information held in a corresponding record of 
the intersection database is transferred to the intersection 
memory element 23 of the IFU 22. This information 
includes the type of intersection and the cause number and 
the effect number. Within the intersection memory element 
23 another intersection database 150 is established. The 
database 150 includes a plurality of records 152, one for 
each marked intersection of the matrix 16. Each record 152 
includes the cause number, the effect number and the inter 
section type for the particular intersection. The IFU 22 
receives a cause number and a status for the enumerated 
cause from the cause array 28. The intersection function 
block includes logic to iterate through the intersection 
database and determine the effects that are associated With 
the particular cause and provide an activation signal for 
particular intersection type. For example, if cause 40 is 
activated in accordance With the cause logic, then the cause 
array 28 Will have an active bit (“1”) for that cause. The 
intersection record establishes that cause number 40 is 
associated With effect number 20 and that the intersection 
type is “set”. As a result, the IFU 22 Will output an active bit 
for effect number 20 to the intersection type “set”. The effect 
array 30 Will receive an active bit for effect number 20 for 
the intersection type “set” Which in turn Will provide the 
active bit for effect number 20, intersection type “set” to the 
EFU 24. 

[0049] As described in the foregoing, once the information 
de?ning the parameters of the causes, effects and the inter 
sections is input to the matrix database using the matrix 
programming tool, the logic that implements the matrix is 
automatically de?ned and established simply by transferring 
the matrix database to the PLC 78. 

[0050] Once the logic pathWays for each cause and effect 
are de?ned and established, the PLC 78 receives input 
signals from the various sensors of the process system. The 
input signals are fed to the appropriate CLAs 88, as de?ned 
by the cause information. The CLAs 88 generate and output 
a cause status signal. The cause status signal is fed to the 
cause array 28 Wherein the status of each cause is main 
tained. A cause is either active (cause status signal is 1) or 
is inactive (cause status signal 0). A cause becomes active 
When a trip condition is determined by the cause logic. The 
cause array 28 provides the cause status signal to the IFU 22. 
The IFU 22 checks each marked intersection. If a cause 
status signal is active each effect associated With the active 
cause is set to active in the effect array 30. An effect status 
signal for each effect is fed to the corresponding ELA 90 in 
the EFU 24. The intersection type determines Which input 
123a, 123b, or 123c, receives the effect status signal. Upon 
receipt of the active effect status signal, the ELA 90 pro 
cesses the signal data to activate the actuator(s) associated 
With the effect. 

[0051] The matrix 16 and the matrix database, including 
the matrix information entered using the programming tool, 
is saved as an accessible ?le in the memory device 14. This 
alloWs the user to access the matrix 16 and the matrix 
database at a later time. This saved copy can be accessed and 






